
Name: ______________________

Greek/Roman Creation

Directions:  Write in the missing words below to make each sentence correct.  Use Edith
Hamilton’s Mythology  to find the answers.

In the beginning an unordered nothingness existed called ______________, which

contained everything in the universe.  From this foggy mass ______________ and

______________ came forth.  In addition from the mixing of Night and Erebus, Love

sprang forth to create ______________ and ______________.

Gaea (also known as ______________ ______________) and Father Heaven

(known as ______________) were created.  From their union monsters were born, which

were of two varieties: the ______________ who had only one eye and the

______________ who had one hundred hands and fifty heads.  The last gigantic figures

(besides Typhon) of the ancient realms of Heaven and Earth were the ______________,

who were not monsters.

Unfortunately for the monsters with 100 hands and 50 heads, ______________

despised them and imprisoned them back inside ______________, which angered and

pained her deeply.  She pleaded with her other children to help free them but only one,

______________, felt bold enough to help.  This Titan injured his father and took control

of the newly formed universe.  From the blood of Uranus rose the ______________, also

known as the Erinyes, whose job was to pursue and punish sinners.

Cronus and his sister-queen, ______________, ruled the universe.  Cronus

learned one day that one of his children would cause his downfall, so he decided to

______________ his children as soon as they were born.  However, ______________

had her sixth child, ______________, carried off secretly to Crete.  Instead of the baby,

she gave Cronus a ______________ wrapped in cloth instead.

A terrible war erupted between Cronus (with help from the ______________) and

______________ (with the help of his five siblings).  The release of the three

______________ and the assistance of Prometheus allowed ______________ to emerge

victorious.  The punishment for the defeated was to be sent to ______________, a 10 day

fall from the Earth.  ______________ was punished by being forced to hold the Earth on

his back for eternity.



However, ______________ (Mother Earth) did not allow Zeus to rule

immediately.  She created a dragon with 100 heads named ______________.  Zeus

defeated this dragon with a ______________ to the beast’s heart where it burned and

turned its strength to ashes.  One last group, the ______________, challenged Zeus but

were soundly defeated with the help of Zeus’ son, ______________.


